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Nursing interviews questions and answers for university

By Shelley Frost Updated June 26, 2018 You Know You're Destined to Be a Nurse. It's a feeling within you that tells you that breastfeeding is your call. But how do you put that feeling into words during an interview? And how do you know what the interviewer wants to hear? The best answer to ,Why do
you want to be a nurse? it's always sincere with a personal touch instead of a generic answer that you think the interviewer wants to hear. Think about why you want to be a nurse before your interview, so you can have a thoughtful prepared answer. Do you have a personal connection to the care camp?
Maybe you had a health condition that took you to the hospital where you were in awe of what the nurses did for their patients. Maybe you spent time in the hospital with a loved one, or volunteered in high school. You may have a family member who is a nurse, who gives you a view of the camp. Whatever
the personal connection, you can use it to show the interviewer that you understand the nursing field and have the inspiration to work as a nurse. Make sure the personal experience you share is true and not exaggerated. Honesty is key in an interview. When I was in high school, I had a car accident and
spent a week in the hospital recovering. I looked at how much care and attention the nurses gave to their patients, myself included. I only saw the doctors briefly during their daily shift, but it was the nurses who were there, making sure I felt comfortable and I understood what was going on. They made a
difficult situation a little easier and less scary. I realized how much work nurses do for their patients. At that moment I decided that I wanted that same challenging and rewarding position, so I could make a difference for my patients. Part of my high school graduation requirement was to volunteer, so I
chose to help our local hospital. I need to see the nurses in action. I really enjoyed seeing how big an impact they had on every patient they helped. I also had the opportunity to talk to many of the nurses to learn more about the field of career. Through that experience, I realized that it was an ideal career
path for me. If you tell the interviewer that you want to help people, you're probably saying something the person has heard hundreds of times. Although it's true, saying you want to help people is a generic answer that doesn't make you distinguish from others. It also doesn't give you a chance to show
how your unique background makes you a good match for the field. Instead, be specific about who you want to help and why. You may have a specific population that you want to help. Maybe you connect very well with the elderly or the Or maybe you have a personal reason to want to help patients in
general. If you're naturally feeding and want to help people, tell the interviewer why you're uniquely qualified to do so. I spent my summers as a camp counselor for children who have medical conditions and their siblings. It was a huge huge to see what those children spend every day, but I liked every
minute of it. I found that I was naturally connected with the children and was able to help them get as much out of the experience as possible. I also worked in a kindergarten, which showed how good I am at working with children. As a nurse in the pediatrics department, I can use that natural talent by
working with children in a way that allows me to help them and their families. My comfort in working with children will allow me to make them feel safe and comfortable during potentially scary visits to the hospital. My grandmother moved into a nursing home when I was 12. I visited her as much as I could
during middle and high school. I really enjoyed spending time with her and the other seniors at the nursing home. I was able to bring a smile to their faces and help out with little things like adjusting their wheelchairs or helping them with the craft projects they did. I want to continue this treatment in new and
challenging ways as a nurse. Nursing has some nice advantages. They pay you well. Hours are often flexible with different shifts depending on your needs and preferences. Nursing is an in-demand field, so job security is high. You have different career path options, whether you work in a doctor's office,
a hospital, a nursing home or other facilities. In addition, you can see the country if you work as a traveling nurse. As attractive as these reasons are, you don't want to mention just these factors without a personal touch, especially if money is your main motivator. A hiring manager wants to know that you
have a passion for the field rather than just wanting your salary. Nursing is not an easy job, so you really earn your salary. But you don't want to come out as being motivated only by money or flexibility. Weaving these reasons into a personal story shows that you are practical, caring and engaged. It's hard
to nail just one reason I want to be a nurse. It started as a child when I saw my mother working as a nurse. I've seen her build relationships with her patients and do everything I can to make them feel comfortable. As an adult, breastfeeding speaks to me because of the rewarding work that challenges me,
also giving me stable job opportunities. I want to continue to learn and grow in the field, and nursing gives me the opportunity to move forward and specialize, so I can continue to challenge myself by making sure my patients get the best possible care. About author Shelley Frost has a bachelor's degree in
education and has experience in education management, insurance and software testing. He currently runs his own business and writes frequently about business and work for Chron and Intuit QuickBooks. A job interview is the gateway to getting a job, so you should prepare for the chance to receive an
interview application that you don't know how to answer. This can also happen to people who have done in-depth research on a potential employer and have extensive experience in employment for which be taken into account. The typical advice is to prepare for difficult questions, but going through a
long list of questions and practicing how to answer each doesn't stop you from feeling puzzled by a difficult question. There are several options at your disposal: admit you don't know the answer and move on to the next question, offer an answer that appears to be related to the question, or ask a survey
question and see if your interviewers will throw you a bone. Along the way, an interview question might produce a visceral answer, like bad taste in your mouth, and you wouldn't have a good answer. If an interviewer asks which company you could ideally work for, you could fall into a trap. Rachel, of
Career Builder, writes that you should never say that you would choose any company other than the one you are interviewing in. Bring attention back to this particular work. Say I love the opportunities currently available in your organization, and I look forward to sharing what special resources I can bring
to this work. To reject the application, try If that's okay with you, I'd like to move on to the next question. Trying to answer a question is a risk to take if you don't want to lose points on the interview evaluation tab. If you get a question asking why you were fired, answer that you're never sure why, but you've
always done your best. If you get a technical question that stumps you, be honest. Say I don't know the technical answer, but I'd like to talk to the people in my department to get this information. Let me tell you about a similar problem that I solved in my last work. Talking about a related issue could earn
you points for technical expertise. Your employer might ask questions that don't actually have the correct answer. In this case, your answer is just a chance for the employer to assess your personality. You might be asked something that seems foreign, like Tell me which superhero you'd like to be and
why. You could go to full capacity in your answer, or could you first say something like What kind of superheroes would fit better here in your company? o What was the most popular answer? If you're discussing your favorite superhero, be sure to link the character to what you can offer your organization.
Or, use the opportunity to share winning aspects of yourself, such as being a comedian or excelling in steep rock climbing. About author Audra Bianca writes professionally since 2007, with her work covering a variety of topics and appearing on various websites. His favorite audience to write for are small
business owners and business users. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in history and a Master of Public Administration from public administration of Florida. I mentioned a couple of times on The Simple Dollar that I've conducted a considerable number of job interviews in the past. Although the jobs I
usually take are of a technical nature, most of the really significant (and therefore really valuable) valuable) questions were non-technical questions. A great interview question reveals the nature of the person you are hiring - honesty, reliability, ability to communicate intelligently and quickly, and so on.
Over time, I've collected quite a lot of questions that I use in almost every interview. Here are twenty-five of the most reliable ones, along with a tip or two for each that illustrates what makes a good answer - and what makes a bad one. We hope the discussion here will provide some in-depth questions for
interviewers, as well as some things for potential job candidates to think about. If you can easily answer all these questions, you shouldn't worry much in the interview. In the end, I give a homework checklist a potential interviewer should do before a big interview. First, stupid answers to stupid questions.
A lot of the questions that are asked at job interviews are really stupid and have obvious answers to them. What's your biggest weakness? This is not a question that will ever get a really honest answer, and most importantly it's just going to draw something fake like I'm a workaho maniac! Interviewers ask
these questions because they are supposed to, but they don't usually give any useful information. Do you consider yourself successful? The answer is always yes. Are you a team player? The answer is always yes. How long are you going to work here? The answer is always long-term. What's more
important, work or money? Work is increasingly important. It's easy to identify a non-sense interview question – is it easy for you to give a very generic, canned answer that doesn't reveal anything about you? If it is, then don't sweat the question and worry about the ones that really matter. 1. Tell me about
you. This basically only serves to make the person comfortable and gives me a chance to understand how they talk. This is a question that every respondent should be ready to answer, so you should be able to provide a constant answer here. Have something clear in mind for this before you even go into
the door. The best answer highlights aspects of yourself that make you stand out from Joe Average in a positive way. Make a list of four or five of the largest, then work that in a thirty-second bit. 2. Tell me what you know about us. This question simply tries to determine whether the person interviewed has
done the homework. An outstanding candidate will be able to provide a lot of information about the company, but most importantly this eliminates people who haven't even bothered to do minimal control – these are people we don't want. In other words, before going to an interview, know what the
organization is. 3. What sets you apart from other people who might apply for this job? The answer is usually already known based on the resume, but this is a chance for you to really sell yourself. Most interviewers usually sit down and see how well you can sell. Sometimes, sometimes, it may be good



here, but this can be difficult – if it's something that should have been on your resume, why wasn't it on your resume? It is better to know what the cream of the crop of your resume is and simply list it. 4. Describe to me the location you are applying for. This is also a homework question, but it also gives
some clues about the prospect that the person brings to the table. The best preparation you can do is read the job description and repeat it to yourself with your own words so you can do it smoothly during the interview. 5. Why are you interested in this position? This is actually something of a trick
question, because it's just a way of re-asking the second question (what you know about society) and the fourth (what you know about the location). He wonders why he says if people give irreverent answers to questions (things like why I'm a person of people) or if they think about things and give a
genuine question. This is a good question to formulate an answer in advance – basically, just come up with some things that seem intriguing to you about the company and the location and reasons why you're interested. 6. What aspect of this location makes you the most uncomfortable? Most people
think this is some sort of filter, but it is rarely used this way. This is actually a question of honesty. No one in the world will like every aspect of every potential job - it's not just us. Location? Working hours? People? Is the company too big? Is the company too small? Honesty really works here - I'd rather
hear a real cause for discomfort (particularly one that comes from the true observation of society) of a banality that's not an discomfort at all. A good way to respond is something like I've never worked in such a big company before or I've heard some strange things about corporate culture or The idea of
working for a startup at such an early stage makes me nervous. 7. What was the biggest success you had in your last job? 8. What was the biggest failure you had in your last job? It's usually good to pair these questions, but the important one is the biggest failure. The best candidate is usually someone
who will admit that they have made a disaster from something (they are quite honest and willing to admit mistakes) and who have learned from it, an incredibly important trait. 9. Tell me about the best supervisor you've ever had. 10. Tell me about the worst supervisor you've ever had. These two questions
simply try to understand what kind of management style will work best for this person and also how that person is likely to handle people. Let's say I work in an organization with a very close-knit management structure that requires a lot of self-start. If that's the case, I want to hear that the best boss was
very or that the worst boss was a micromanager. On the other hand, if I came from a strict hierarchical organization, I might want to see the exact opposite a better boss who provided strong guidance and good report or a worse boss that basically left the applicant blowing in the wind. Your best approach
is to respond to this in the most honest way possible – the interviewer will have a good idea of corporate culture and, frankly, if you try to slip into a society where you don't match the culture, you'll have a very difficult time adapting and succeeding. These questions could be formulated as what kind of
management style works for you. Another tip: highlight the positives in all the bosses being discussed. Never turn the interview into anyone's bash-fest. Your worst boss should have a very small number of specific flaws and should mostly relate to diverging expectations from you, not in bad character
traits. Hitting someone during an interview reflects badly on you, so don't jump for the bait. 11. Tell me about the hardest project you've ever faced. The interviewer might usually worry less about what the exact project is. The question is mostly trying to see if you have faced serious difficulties and how you
have overcome it. For most people, this is not their biggest success or greatest failure, but something they have turned from a likely failure into some sort of success. 12. What do you think are the important future trends in this area? This works well for some positions - technical and leadership positions -
and not good for others. It should be pretty obvious from the type of work you're applying for if this question might be asked. If it is, it's easy to prepare – just spend half an hour reading a few blogs about the specific areas you're applying for and you'll have some food. 13. Have you done anything in the
last year to learn new financial well-being/things/improve yourself in relation to the needs of this work? This is a big deer question in the headlights look at, as most people simply don't have an answer. The best way to handle this question is simply to always spend some time working on your skills in any
way you can. Write open source code. Join Toastmasters. Take a class. If you strive to improve yourself every year, you will not only have a strong resume, but this question will be a non-problem. 14. Tell me about your dream job. Never say this job. Never say another specific job. Both answers are very
bad - the first sends the warning flags flying and the second says that the person is not really interested in staying around. Instead, stick to specific traits - name aspects of what your dream job would be. Some of them should correspond to what society has at its disposal, but in reality it is if not all match
perfectly. 15. Have you ever had a serious conflict in a previous job? How was it fixed? This question seeks above all honesty and awareness that most conflicts have two sides of a story. It also opens the door for people with poor character to start hitting their former employer, something that leaves a
bad taste in in mouth of the interviewers. The best way to respond usually is to tell the story, but to show within it that there are two sides to that story and that you have learned from the experience to try to see the other person's perspective. 16. What have you learned from your last position? Although it
is good to list a technical skill or two here, particularly if your work is very technical, it is very important to mention some non-technical things. I learned to work in a team environment after working mainly in solo environments is a good one, for example. There shouldn't be any work where you haven't
learned anything, and the interviewer expects you've learned at least a couple of things about your previous job that will help you with the current one. 17. Why did you leave your last position? For the most part, this is in search of conviction of character. A strong and concrete response of any reasonable
kind is good here. I wanted to move forward is not a strong answer. Scaling is a good answer, as is the desire to look for new specific challenges (but be specific about what challenges you want to face). Minimize your actual discussion about your previous position here, as you'll be very close to a great
opportunity to start hitting your previous position. 18. Tell me about a suggestion you made that was implemented in a previous job. Since these answers are usually heavily involved with the specifications of the previous position, the specifications are not really important. The most important thing is that
you were actually involved in making a suggestion and helping it make it happen, ideally with some success story behind you. This indicates that you are willing to do the same in this position, which can only improve an organization. Not having an answer of some kind here is generally a large negative,
but not a negative do or die. 19. Have you ever been asked to leave a position? Tell me about the experience. Of course, it's great if you can answer no, but it's usually not a breaker deal if the answer is yes. In fact, a yes answer can be turned into a positive – it's a great way to prove that you've made
mistakes and learned valuable lessons from them. Be honest here, no matter what, but don't waste time beating up the people who let you go. Just talk about it with respect, even if you're angry about what happened. 20. Have you ever had to fire someone? Tell me about the experience. This is a
question that is mostly trying to see if you have empathy for others. Take it seriously when responding - it shouldn't have been an easy choice or an easy experience, but one you managed and survived. Do not hit the person you shot, either - be as clinical as possible with the reasons. 21. You're doing for
other jobs? That's a question of honesty. I'm looking for yes, but people who are looking too hard to give me a line of nonsense say no. The best way to answer is to say Yes, in much the same way that you're interviewing other people. We're both trying to the best solution for what we need and what we
want. If your answer is really no, then say it - No, I'm actually happy with my current position, but there were some convincing aspects of this work that made me want to follow up on it and list those aspects. 22. What do you think this position should pay for? Surprising to many, this is often not wage
negotiation. In most cases, the person you're interviewing with has little control over the final salary you'll have. It's usually used as a reality check – if you're hiring a janitor and expecting $80K, you can probably start your resume at that time and there. At the same time, a highly qualified programmer
selling for $30K is also setting off some alarm bells. A good answer is usually on target or a bit on the high side, but not very low or insanely high. I would have an idea of the application rate for the position before going to the interview, then asking about 30% more. 23. Where do you see yourself in your
career in five years? This is a kind of junk question, but it is useful in some respects as it filters for people on initiative. A person answering something like I'm going to be successful in this position I'm interviewing for! she's not incredibly motivated to improve herself or she's not totally honest. I'd rather
have an answer that involves promotion or a certain level of activity - strong organizations thrive on self-initiators. The only problem for potential respondents is that some companies - weak ones, usually - don't want self-initiators and are particularly afraid of people dreaming of becoming entrepreneurs.
Talking about promotion is therefore usually the safest bet if you are not familiar with culture, but I personally like it when people interview talk about entrepreneurship - this means that I am the type that will be intensely successful. 24. What are your long-term goals - say, fifteen years along the way? This
is a big late question because it tells you whether the person is a long-term thinker or not. People who plan long-term are usually in a good and mature state of mind and will often end up being stronger workers than people without long-term plans. 25. Do you have any questions about this job? yes, you
have questions about this job. Having no questions is a sign that you're not really that interested in the location. So, your job as an interviewee is to have some questions already in mind when walking in the door. Most interviewers are happy to answer most of everything you ask them – just make sure
your questions are smart, though. Do your homework! Here are the things you should do before any interview you to handle almost all of the above questions. Work on a brief description of yourself that you can go out in any interview. The big trick is to mention things that are unusual or even unique to
you, but stick to things that are positive or (at worst) cases) - keep the downsides to yourself, unless they're tied to a big positive. A 30-second spiel will do. Search the company by visiting their website and find out exactly what they do. Good things to read include the company's latest annual report and
their entry on Wikipedia (if they're big) or simply on Google the company's name and location (if they're small). If it's a startup, just try to absorb as much as possible from any source you can get, but if it's really a small startup, don't sweat if you can't find a lot of information. Search the position by reading
job posting very carefully and looking for all the pieces you don't know. You might also want to cool off on what's state-of-the-art in job posting areas by reading a bit if you're not already familiar – blogs and news sites are a good place to start. You should also get a good grip on the regular starting wage
for this type of work by looking around for similar jobs near your location. Know how to match your position by taking the pieces of business information you've found and job posting and matching it to your skills. Do about five of these, like these are going to be silver bullets during the interview. Also,
identify at least one thing that makes you uncomfortable for the company and location and thinks about why it makes you uncomfortable. Always work to improve your skills by participating in activities that hone the key skills you need for the field you're staying in. Are you in PR? Join a Toastmasters
group. Are you an administrative assistant? Volunteer for an organization that might use your skills, but does things differently (the same goes for many merchants). Are you a programmer? Contribute to an open source project. Have some questions about the location in mind when walking in the door.
This creates a strong impression during the interview that you are actually interested in that specific position, which is a great positive for you. Questions of all kinds are good here, but the best ones usually are about corporate culture and job technical specifications. Don't beat your previous job. If there
are specific things about your latest work that really irritate you, spend some time trying to think about positives about it. Know when you go in that your previous work will probably be discussed at least to some extent, and be ready to discuss without being negative. Look positive, and also be able to
indicate the reasons to leave as clinically as possible. Be honest, above all. If you do things at your interview and slip at all, the interviewer will throw your application in the trash. Instead, just try to focus on the positives of what already If you've been to the interview, there's something the organization
likes about you. Don't waste time inventing things to say. Say. Say.
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